
 

1. Briefly describe the impact of the FIRST program on team participants with             
special emphasis on the current season and the preceding 2-5 years.  

 
Due to the FIRST program, our members become more responsible and           

competent both personally and professionally. The influence of STEM is huge, 99% of             
our students go to college and, for the 4th year in a row, they have all chosen STEM                  
degrees. We have members working at world-class companies such as UTC, Riot            
Games, SAP, and Weatherford. Most of us are volunteers at FIRST events and all 1156               
mentors are FIRST alumni, proving the efficacy of the FIRST message. 
 

2. Describe the impact of the FIRST program on your community with special             
emphasis on the current season and the preceding two to five years. 

 
We work towards building a value-centric community where STEM is recognized           

and regarded. Since 2008, 1156 helps to organize the biggest robotics event in our              
state, where we reach more than 2,200 children yearly. 1156 and JD Inspire Program              
are together creating and mentoring several new FLL teams in Brazil. Due to our              
projects in unprivileged schools, we inspired other institutions to emulate us. This led to              
many local companies reaching out to us to learn more about our projects and FIRST. 
 

3. Describe the team's methods for spreading the FIRST message in ways            
that are effective, scalable, sustainable, and creative. 
 
We’re reframing the way people view STEM, through the FIRST message with            

our recent creations, such as LEGO assembly books and Clue-inspired games with            
FRC themes, which can be used anywhere in the world. We also held workshops in               
underprivileged schools, teaching LEGO to children. We were featured in a whole            
episode of a nationwide-transmitted TV show, in which we presented FIRST. Highlight            
for the Olympic torch relay, published in the Rio 2016 Twitter account, that has over               
600,000 followers. 

 
 

4. Describe examples of how your team members act as role models and             
inspire other FIRST team members to emulate 

 
Our team members do not measure efforts to inspire other FIRST team            

members. 1156 has traveled more than 204,557 man-miles doing workshops and           
participating on events all over the country. Our team members take part on many              
projects, such as volunteer work in FIRST events, sharing knowledge and experiences            



 

and, by doing so, we prompt other teams’ members to do the same. Due to our passion                 
and commitment to the FIRST values, Brazilian FLL, FTC and FRC members see us as               
role models inside FIRST. 
 

5.  Describe the team's initiatives to help start or form other FRC team 
 

After several meetings and a guided tour in the last World Championship, 1156             
has worked on many fronts to convince the Brazilian FLL Operator to start and establish               
FRC teams in Brazil. 1156 helped to create 4 new teams (an increase of 44% in                
Brazilian teams). We traveled 1500+ miles to support and mentor them through            
workshops focusing on technical areas, fundraising & outreach. We also provided them            
translated FRC materials. Now we’re helping SESI to organize a Brazilian FRC            
offseason event. 

 
6. Describe the team's initiatives to help start or form other FIRST teams             

(including Jr.FLL, FLL, & FTC)  
 

For the first time in 10 years, Brazil has FTC teams. Brazil's FLL Operator chose               
16 schools across the country to start 16 FTC teams. In a two-day event in our country's                 
capital, we helped training each one of them on all areas of FTC. Due to our help on                  
founding and mentoring all these teams, the 1st National FTC Tournament in Brazil will              
happen in March. We have also developed materials and trainings that can be             
effectively applied to assist in the creation of new FLL teams in the country. 
 

7. Describe the team's initiatives on assisting other FIRST teams (including          
Jr.FLL, FLL, FTC, & FRC) with progressing through the FIRST program 

 
1156 participated actively in the progression process of some of the best            

Brazilian FLL teams, including the 2018 FLL World Champion. Through lectures,           
trainings and hangouts, we helped 20 FLL teams to progress to FTC or FRC this year.                
Support materials were made to help these new brazilian teams. Besides those            
projects, we also participated in FLL events, demonstrating our robot, thus inspiring and             
encouraging members from other teams to progress to FRC when they finish their cycle              
on FLL. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

8. Describe how your team works with other FIRST teams to serve as mentors             
to younger or less experienced FIRST teams (includes Jr.FLL, FLL, FTC, &            
FRC teams)  
 
Our team believes in joining forces when it comes to helping others teams. We              

invited team 6404 to join us in the Knowledge Olympics (OC), an event with over 46,000                
visitors in Brazil’s capital, and, by being recent rookies, we invited them to help us train                
4 new FRC Brazilian teams. Our team is also working with FRC team 2526 from               
Minnesota and FLL team Migbotics from Uruguay to create materials and a common             
scalable curriculum to mentor new teams all around the American continent. 
 

9.  Describe your Corporate/University Sponsors 
 

We have a constellation of excellent sponsors: UTC provides funds; John Deere            
funds us and gives FLL mentoring support; NI, beyond funds, helps with resources and              
professional support; Marista Pio XII School provides funds and work facilities;           
Metalthaga and Diedrich provide machining services; Plastfera offers plastic and other           
derived products; Entremalhas, Dinarte and Clássica contribute with artistic and          
supplies for team shirts; And, Cypress Turismo assists us on travels & insurance. 

 
 

10. Describe the strength of your partnership with your sponsors within the            
last five years. 

 
Our relationship with National Instruments goes beyond their funding, we          

encourage other teams and our members to use NI LabVIEW (out of 5 people in our                
state that are certified by the NI CLAD exam, 2 are on the team). We developed a robot                  
in partnership with Severo to optimize their manufacturing process. JD Inspire Program            
made possible for us to mentor FLL teams from underprivileged schools and Marista             
Pio XII helped us develop a presentation folder for sponsors. 
 

11.Describe how your team would explain what FIRST is to someone who has             
never heard of it. 

 
FIRST is an institution that promotes STEM and soft skills development. It’s            

much more than just a robotics competition, it’s an experience for the rest of your life,                
where the learning, teamwork and the cooperative growth with other teams is worth             
much more than a medal. Where its challenges, goals and synergy apply in the real               



 

world. Most of 1156 members decided their college degree because of their            
involvement with FIRST, besides that, job offers emerged from sponsoring companies. 

 

 

 

12.Briefly describe other matters of interest to the FIRST judges, if any  

 
Our team contributed with FIRST by creating new Brazilian FLL teams,           

organizing training events for mentors and judges, helping Brazil to reach the milestone             
of over 1000 FLL teams. 1156 was invited to OC, one of the most renowned STEM fairs                 
worldwide. We'd also like to remark the increase in female representation in our team,              
from 15% of overall members in 2018 to 45% in 2019. We also strengthened FIRST in a                 
new country by volunteering in the Uruguay FLL Championship for 3 years in a row. 
 
 

13.For FRC teams older than 5 years, briefly describe your team's broader            
impact from its inception. 
 
Our extensive efforts over the years towards spreading FIRST in Latin America            

have yielded solid results. We were the main link during the transitions between all past               
official FLL operators in Brazil. Due to the recognition of our work we were invited by                
Plan Ceibal, an Uruguayan Government Program, to work as volunteers & judges on             
their 1st FIRST event. Thanks to the help we provided since the implementation of              
FIRST in Uruguay, they’re now the official FLL operators in 6 distinct countries. 


